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68.275+ GEO-TARGETED LEADS FOR A LEADING GLOBAL BROKER

Exclusive:

HOW TRADANTS DELIVERED HIGHLY SCALABLE, 
RELEVANT AND MEANINGFUL LEADS ON DEMAND




SCOPE MARKETS’ CORPORATION & VISION

Our client, Scope Markets, is a leading B2B and B2C brokerage firm holding several 
licences across the globe. 



The company got recently acquired by Rostro Financial and is gearing up for global 
expansion in the B2C trading sector. The core products are CFDs, FX, Cash Equities, 
and ETFs, offered through MetaTrader 5.



Scope Markets is known for its sponsorship deal with West Ham United, a famous 
Premier League football club.



The corporation has more than 500K traders using its services.



CHALLENGE

The corporation has various specific focus areas for future growth across different 
continents and was searching for a partner to provide dedicated, relevant and 
meaningful traffic and geo-targeted leads from these countries.



Many global media outlets do not provide such a granular option for country-specific 
traffic as a one-stop shop. As a result, a significant amount of budget is wasted on ads 
displayed to users outside the company's target countries.



Due to this fact, brokers face low conversion rates for core regions, while sometimes 
client onboarding is difficult or even impossible due to missing regulations or language 
packs in some of the customers' home countries.


Through WSOT.com, we provide a single advertising 
platform to drive relevant traffic on demand.



Our experts implement superior strategic planning to 
deliver outstanding results and overall performance.



TRADANTS provides a scalable model where the 
customer can cherry-pick what's valuable and upscale 
whenever needed.



Scope Markets received 100% SOV across their core 
focus countries to not dilute their marketing message 
and leverage a remarkable branding effect.

Our in-house build platform WSOT.com (World Series of Trading) 
delivered a unique solution.

TRADANTS’ SOLUTION

160 x 600

970 x 90

728 x 90

300 x 250

320 x 480

728 x 90



After working hand in hand, TRADANTS significantly raised Scope Markets’ brand 
awareness across the client’s focus countries and delivered 68.275 geo-targeted 
leads.

Furthermore, in 2023 our customer will expand its sponsorship into additional 
countries.

Results

“TRADANTS delivered more than 68K leads across 
our core markets and significantly increased our 
brand recognition across these regions.” - Pavel 
Spirin, Chief Growth Officer

„The approach from TRADANTS to generate geo-
targeted traffic on demand for our focus regions is a 
great plus in our retail sales toolkit.” - John Murphy, 
Group Head of Retail Operations

WSOT.COM is a unique platform gathering traders from all over the world.

With the right combination of content planning, ads management, and data-
driven decision-making, WSOT undoubtedly increases ROI while delivering 

geo-targeted traffic and leads. The №1 one-stop shop to accelerate brokers’ 
growth.
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We focus on one business vertical as we live 
and breathe Financial Markets.



Our team has an outstanding track record 
and more than 136 years of combined 
experience in finance, digital marketing, and 
software development.

The TRADANTS leadership team gathers industry experts who established 
themselves as thought leaders and managed as C-level executives in banks and 
brokerage companies.

Now we work toward our goal to help and support companies in the same business 
to reach their goals.

As a team of proven entrepreneurs and innovators, we reasonably challenge the 
status quo and disrupt the trading industry.



After our successful exit from one of the world's leading retail brokerages, we aim 
to elevate fintech companies by efficiently implementing alternative methods to 
grow and scale.

Fintech 
Companies

Investment

Advisors

(Introducing)

Brokers

Banks

Finance

Influencers

ABOUT TRADANTS



Book a free consultation on WWW.TRADANTS.COM

OUR CORE OFFER

Customer 
Acquisition

 Website Traffi

 Lead

 SE

 Paid Campaign

 Digital Desig

 Organic Social Media Growth

 Social Recruitmen

 Employer Brandin

 Digital Onboarding

 Software Solutions 
(SAAS)

 Bespoke Development

Digital HR Digitalisation

Are you looking for a strong Partner 

to accelerate your growth?
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